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was the theme of a. Seminar attended by Editor from January 4-8 in New Yor k
INT'NATIONAL City . Sponsored by the Church Peace Union, one of the several Worl d
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Affairs endowments of Andrew Cern egie, the Seminar bron7ht together abou t
hO selected rer.sons from 22 states, clergymen of the three major faiths ,

people from the academic world, community leaders-- and . some people from the government
for intensive and extensive thought and study = pout the complex problems confronting th e
nation . This issue of PNL is devoted to sharing some hi ghlights and insights from tha t
experience .

It will not be possible to attribute all statements to - particular persons because

of the nature of their work . Suffice it to say that moral theologians, experts on the
Soviet Union, a member of the faculty of the U .S . Army War College, a Specialist in In-
terna.tional Economics, a. former chief of the Policy Planning Staff of the Department o f
State, and Political Scientists were the speakers end discussion leaders .
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of the International Order, said W . Norris Clarke, S . J ., is ' , the psycholog-
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icel or srirituel dynamic of self-centered weelth confronting self-consciou s
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poverty, ”
'•Teelth end poverty existing side by side are not new phenomena in our world, but no w

the Problem has been transposed from the national to the international order . The Unite d
States not feces the problem which has confronted every wealthy elite in the past .

°ieelth has its temptations . To what uses will it be rout? Will it be used by the wealthy

to exna.r_d their ranee of choices, and to satiate their expanding desires? Or will th e
wealthy use their wealth to share with others the rood life ?

In the past most wealthy elites have gravitated to self-centeredness until they hav e
been confronted with e self-conscious reorle aware of the disparity in well-being an d

conscious of ghat cell be done about that disparity . Are we reedy for self-sacrificin g

sha ring?

EC( OMIC is moving from the liberal to the protectionist point of view, Why? Becaus e
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if you cut duties, you'll hurt someone ; if you don't cut duties, you won' t
exrand trade .

The Free Trade doctrine evolved when England was the manufacturing center of th e
world with no competition . Then economies were complementary . Today economies are mor e
competitive than they are com plementary .

For some nations expanded trade is necessary for survival, as in the case of Japan .

.Anc it is in the American interest that Japan be strong and "free ." Yet a lower standard
of living in that nation, c oenled with the use of the latest industrial techniques, mean s
that Je pa,n can undersell or compete with American manufacturers in domestic markets .

The ouestion Prises, why should a few industries and the people employed in them
have to bear the burden of the dislocation caused by an expansion of trade which is impor -
tant to the overall foreign policy objectives of the United States? Should not that bur -
den be sh?.red by all the people through some kind of governmental Adjustment Assistanc e
Pro gram?

Congressmen represent local interests . The most vocal of local interests are fre -
q uently those most directly hurt by the increoted competition from overseas . Hence the
pressure for protection in Con gress . To what extent should Peacemakers work for a sher-
ing of the burden of industrial dislocation caused by ex panded trade ?

CIVILIAN can be viewed within the context of overall American strategy . P~ilitory strat -
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egoists or philosophers, however, are not a-•reed as to' the role which Civilia n
Defense ought to play in overall American strategy . The disagreement come s

because no one can be certain as to how Soviet military strategists would interpret Amer -

ican Civil Defense efforts .
One group feels that expanded Civi'lian Defense is needed to impress the likely enem y

that the united State° would be nrerared to retaliate should it launch a pre-emptive attac k
on the United States, A second group feels that expanded Civilian Defense activity'migh t

convince the likely enemy that we are prerering to mount a pre-emptive attack and that w e
are preparin g to withstand its retaliatory strike . A third group feels that we may b e
feeding into the Soviet calculation system the idea that we plan to attack first becaus e
we make so little of Civilian Defense . Confusing, isn't it ?
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for judging American Policy in the minds of those responsible for thinkin g
CRITERION through these _ratters at the eoverr.?entel level is, does this or that policy

or action contribute to safeguarding the physical security of the Unite d

Str.tes?



MILITARY then becomes one component in overall American policy vis-a-vis the rest o f
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the world . Other components include diplomacy, economic aid, and trade .
Americans who have been grateful for American productivity in the fiel d

of nuclear and thermonuclear weapons can take no comfort that our 20,000 bombs will, i n
any deep strategic sense, offset the U .S .S .R .'s 2,000 bombs . If both sides use thei r
stock-piles, most of us will be dead before we'll be contaminated .

The ICBM (Intercontinental Ballistics Missile) has tipped the military balance i n
favor of the U .S .S .R . Thus Khrushchev, like Dean Acheson, can negotiate from "position s
of strength ." The critical period in the missiles race will come between 1961 and 1963
when quite clearly the Soviets will have the lead, and might be tempted to make th e
fitet strike .

The argument is that if both sides have parity in missiles, they will be less likely
to use them . Indeed, the Theory of Deterrence is that one side will not launch an all -
out nuclear war so long as the other side has ea effective counterforce with which i t
could retaliate .

LIMITED becomes the corollary of Nuclear Deterrence . A war is limited when each side
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puts limits on the forces which it uses because it feels that the risk') i n
expanding the scope of the war, geographically or in terms of the type of weap-

ons used, are not appropriate to the strategic prize involved .
Korea it a case in point because on its part the United States did not use atomi c

bombs, because it did not engage in strategic bombin gs (although the threat may have
been a deterrent to the other side), and because it chose not to expand operation s
beyond the Yalu River . On the other side, North Korea and China did not give tactica l
air support to their troops or mount air attacks on our supply lines .

Because the United States has built its post-was policy on the Doctrine of "massiv e
retaliation," and has a large arsenal of nuclear weapons, it finds itself ill equipped
at this time in the conventional weapons with which limited wars ought to be fought i f
they are to be kept limited . Therefore the drive to give the nation a. larger and mor e
balanced "defense capability . "

THE SOVIET is so strong that we can no longer think of a compelled roll back of Coramu e
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nism . At best we can hove for P. non-violent evolutionary roll bask whic h
might come through a relaxation of international tensions .

Certainly the relaxation in the Soviet Union since Stalin has led to a better per-
formance by People within the system, and people will not discard the system which ha s
made the U .S .S .R . one of the two great world powers .

Soviet leaders loyal to Communist doctrine have a Messianic Mission to perform in
the world . The posture of leaders, especially those i gnorant of the outside world, i s
arro gant and confident . Yet they are baffled because their predictions about the col -
lapse of Western J1rone have not come true .
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will be an important na•'factor in the International arena . One observer suP-
NATIONS pests that in the next 10 years there will be .O new nations . In 1960 ther e

will probably be 4 . By 1970 the new nations, lining up with some of the presen t
smaller ones, will on some issues interject themselves between the East and the West .

THE REAL revolves around the will of the American people to face the threat to th e
QFTSTION institutions and values of a free society . Can a free society muster the

self-discipline to mobilize its resources to meet the challenge? Or is ther e
some fatal weakness in a free society which is enjoying its comforts ?

It Iles been said that "At any moment in history the race goes to the passionat e
and the dedicated . "

Very much related to this is the question of national leadership - a leadership
which understands the situation and which will challenge the American people to heroi c
efforts to meet that challenge .

THESE do not necessarily reflect the editor's own views . However, they should receiv e
IDEAS the careful attention of those who do not share them because they are widely an d

sincerely held in our society,
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